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Name is an informal theme for a word or phrase that is designated a person, location, or thing. A noun that names any of the same types or classes (for example, ruins, hamburgers, or cities) is called a common name. A noun who names a particular member of a class (Elizabeth II, Big Mac, Chicago)
calls an appropriate name. Good names are usually written with initial capital letters. Onomastics is the study of proper names, especially the names of humans (antroponym) and locations (toponym). Ethimology: From the Greek, no pronunciation: NAM is also known as: Good name Jack: I have not met
your girlfriend. Liz Lemon: No Floyd.Jack: That's unfortunate. (Alec Baldwin and Tina Fey at Corporate Crush. 30 Rock, 2007) It's interesting how some names sound good and some sound bad. Names and soft consonants like [m], [n], and [l] are prone to nicer sounds than hard names and consonants
like [k]and [g]. Imagine we're approaching a planet, where two alien races live. One of the races is called lamoni. The other called the Grataks. What sounds like the friendly circuit? Most people opt for Lamoni, because their names sound friendly. Grataks sound nasty. (David Crystal, Language Books Co.
Yale University Press, 2010) Who can resist the lure in the name of England's extraordinary village? High Easter, New Delight, Kingston Bagpuize, Va Sleep Green, Tiptoe, Ni Wallop, Nymphsfield, Christmas Common, Samlesbury Bottom, Entrinseca Thyme, Huish Champflower, Buckland-Link Saints,
Wyre Piddle, Martin Husingtree, Norton-Juxta-Juxta-Tywcros and so on, a gazet of dreams. (Jeremy Paxman, the English: A Portrait of a person. Overlook, 2000) I fell in love with American names, the sharp names that never found fat, titles are sepankin-in mining-claims, the war-diving panes of Hat
Medicine, Tucson and Deadwood and lost Mule Flat. (Stephen Vincent Benet, American Name, 1927) There is no sharp dividing line between common words and proper names. They nourish each other. Many medieval surnames have begun common nuns, especially those associated with occupation:
Archer, Baker, Barber, Brewer, Butcher, Kapenter, Cook, Farmer, Fish, Goldsmith, Mason, Miller, Parson, Shepherd, Smith, Taylor, Taylor, Weaver Some are less obvious today. Toilet? A wheel chair. Fletcher? A arrow arrow arrow. Lorime? Intelligence.... Daily words can be turned into a name where as
to the circumstances required. The roads to exploration in the world are full of such names as Cape Catastrophe, Skull Creek, and Mount Pleasant, plus names of hope such as Concord, Fame, and Niceville. That same trend affects streets, parks, promotes, quaysides, markets, and all else where we live
there. (David Crystal, Word, Word, Word. Oxford University Press, 2006) Looks at the mythical tongue everywhere before the philosophical view of it is still characterized by this indifference to words and things. Here's the sense everything there is in Magical power attached directly to God's word. Those
who possess the name and know how to use it, have gained power over the object itself; he made it clean with all his energy. All magical words and magic names are based on the assumption that the world of things and the world in name forms an indifferent single chain of characters and hence a single
reality. (Ernst Cassirer, the philosophy of symbolic form: Lang. Yale University Press, 1953) People love that name. I don't mean just public transport objects, such as locomotives, ships, and aircraft, or names given by commercial objects by manufacturers. I mean personal names, privacy for everyday
objects, such as refrigerators, property, and wheel chairs. . Back in the 1980s, in a programme for the English Now series I was introduced on Radio 4, I was asked to listen to the e.g. of the named object. I was expecting a few dozen letters. I got hundreds. One man wrote to say that they called his
wheelchair-ready Wilberforce. One woman said hoover [vacuum cleaner] is known as J. Edgar. At least two field herds were called Tardis. There was in the kingdom an affinity outcast unit called Wally, a surgeon named Herbie, a lost named Cedric, and a butter knife named Marlon. Maybe there is
always. . . . The principle obviously that, if you have an object that is of particular functional or emotional meaning to you, you give it a name. Often it is a known only name to members of your family. It is part of the 'Dialae House' - or 'familect' -- which each family has. (David Crystal, Not Hook or by
Crook: A trip to the English search. Overlook Press, 2008) The effect was a little like that produced by people in conversation still using the first name of the person they're talking: You can go years without noticing this but once you make it hard not to become distracted by it — hard, in fact, not feeling
that it is especially intended to drive you mad. (John Lanchester, Capital City. W.W. Norton, 2012) Tabos on using personal names reported in a wide variety of cultures. Details vary from language to language, but it is common for people to be reluctant to reveal their own names. In many small-scale
corporation names are not much used. Instead, people are often addressed or referred to by women such as 'sons' or 'sisters'' in some societies people have two names, a 'true' name, which are kept secret, and an extra name or an extra rapper who is disclosed to the outside. In other societies they will
turn to a third party to announce their name when someone asks, because there is a rub on one's own name (Frazer 1911b: 244-6). (Barry Blake, Language Secrets.Oxford University Press, 2010) Why aren't these guys named Allen, Allyn, and Alan get together and decide how . . . spell their names? I'm
tired of guessing. The same is with Sean, Shaun, and Shawn. Stop with all these wonderful attempts to be different. If you want to be call yourself Margaret Margaret. (George Carlin, when will Jesus bring the chops to pork? Hyperion, 2004) The theme of symbolism refers to the apparent association
between particular sound sequences and particular meaning of speech. Also known as sound-stunning and fonetic symbolism. Onomatopoe, the direct imitation of sound in nature, is generally regarded as just one type of sound symbolism. In the Oxford Handbook of Word (2015), G. Tucker Children note
that onomatopoeia represents only a small fraction of what most consider sound token shapes, although it may, in some sense, basic of all sound token. The sound symbolism phenomenon is a very controversial topic in language science. Unlike arbitrary. Here's an experience. You are in an approaching
space a planet. You've said there are two races on it, a beautiful and friendly one, the other unfriendly, ugly and mean-spirit. You also know that one of these groups is called the Lamonians; the other called the Grataks. What? Most people assume that Lamoni is the beautiful guys. It's all a matter of sound
symbolism. Words and sounds soft like it,' are I,' and 'n,' and 'long voo or difthongs, reinforced by a gentle polishable rhythm, are interpreted as 'nicer' than words with sounds like 'g' and 'g'and 'k,' short veil and an abrupt rhythm. (David Crystal, The Ugliest Words. The goalkeeper, July 18, 2009) Gl-MoSon

is often the result of a secondary association. Words that glitter, glemmer, glimmer, glimmer, slippery, cooler, and slippery suggest that English gl-combinations gl-convey the idea of animals and smooth. Against this background, glory, glory and glory aiming to shine by very shape, look and glimpse
reinforce our conclusion (because eyes are inseparable from light), and glib has no other choice than to decompose something special, and, indeed, in the sixteenth century, when it became known in English, it means 'smooth and slippery. (Anatoly Liberman, Word Origins and How We Know Them:
Etcology for Everyone. Oxford University Press, 2005) On -pump This Group LaConsider: hump, balls, miumps, plump, couples, these bumps all have a rhyme -pump and they all refer to a rounded, or at least non-point, protuberance. Now consider what that bump means. It can refer to contact
something weight if it must be hip, bottom, or shoulder, or a slowly moving car or container, but not the contact at a point with a surface, such as a pencil that is hitting a window. The scourge of a cleaving explosion fillings in here, as do the thick inches. You might also consider rumble, and perhaps
humble and embarrassing, though admitting this is -outraged rather than -ump. One has to allow that there may be words and -pumps that don't fit the correlation. Trump is an example. However, there are sufficient examples to suggest there is a connection between sound and meaning in one word
series. You may also notice that there was no stick bug, and Forrest Gump wasn't too sharp. (Barry Blake, all on Lang.Oxford University Press, 2008) Dints and Dents[W]hy is it that dints sound smaller than dent? There is presumably some sound symbolism going on here. Think of words like premiers,
her little bitsy, mini and weeks. They all sound small! A ringed chip is smaller than a helicopter. So do slices compared to cracks, chink compared to short chunks and dints compared to dents. 'Many a mickle make a fish' is an elder who says has practically disappeared. Even if you don't have a sign of
what a mickle is, I'm sure you agree it must be smaller than a fish. In fact, historically mickles and muckles are the same word. Like dints and dance, they rise as alternative pronunciation, although I suspect their veil was still symbolic in size. (Kate Burridge, Gift of the Gob: Morsel of English Language
History. HarperCollins Australia, 2011) Hermogenes and Cratylus, Bouba and KikiTelefon are in a name can themselves understand meaning. That idea goes back to Plato's dialogue at Cratylus. A philosopher called Hermogenes argues that the relationship between a word and its meaning is purely
arbitrary; Cratylus, another philosopher, loggerdown; and Socrates eventually concludes that there is sometimes a connection between meaning and sound. Linguistics have mostly taken the hermogenes' side, but, in the past eighty years, a field of fundamental symbolism research has shown that
Cratylus was in something. In one experiment, people were shown a picture of a wild object and one of a spiky object. Eighty-five percent of those who asked who in two words occurred ---bad or kiki — the best corresponding to each photo said the bubble fit object that was venki one of the spiky. Other
acts showed that so-called front-trip sounds, such as 'I' in miles, evoke small and light, while the sounds of back-sails, such as in trunk, heavily evoked and packaged. Stop consonants---who include 'k' and 'b'- seem heavier than fricatives, such as 'z.' so George Eastman appeared intuitive surprisingly
when, in 1888, he deflected Kodak's name, on the earth that 'king' was 'a fake sort, insists in letter. (James Surowiecki, What's a name? The New Yorker, November 14, 2016) The problem with the fundamental symbolismTez sound underlying the field of sound symbolism was always controversial,
because it appears to be so transparent wrong. The Sound Token Hypothesis is that the meaning of a word that is partially affected by its sound (or articulation). If the sound of a word affects its meaning, then you should be able to tell what a word means just by hearing it. There should be only one
language. In spite of this, there has always been a fairly substantial group of linguists who do not postpone the possibility that the form of a word somehow affects its meaning. (Margaret Magnus, A History of Sound Symbolism. The Oxford handbook of the story of linguistics, Ed. by Keith Allan. Oxford
University 2013) In praise of Sound Symbolism I like a word that anbodes its meaning to its sound, dance and attack of its sound. 'Shimmer' is an example. Other words of wonder: cry, tink, ugliness, farrago, inches, sadness, eagles, evil sealers. The sound unlocks an imaginary scene, the sound puts me
in the action, tells me what to be suspicious of and what to believe in. It's not just onomatopoeia – maybe you need to know English knowing what the words mean, but they all could act out by amateur and the speaker of Portuguese or Turkish would understand. They are 'mouth sounds,' maybe in a room
with no fourth wall. (Roa Lynn, quoted by Lewis Burke Frumkes of the favorite Word of Famous People. Marion Street Press, 2011) Sound symbolism and language evolution that we share many of our sound-symbolic aspects of language and other species, it is quite possible that in our sound symbolism
to see the precursors in full formed human language. In fact, it seems quite reasonable to say that of all advanced teachers (especially humans, many birds, and many hoistse) we can see a basic communication-token system relieved by elaboration that could be arbitrary terms in their relationship of
meaning. (L. Hinton et al, Introduction: Sound-Symbolic Processes. Sound symbolism, Cambridge University Press, 2006) Kisses the Lightest Sound symbolismRete his hand on the train before him, James Belford swolson in front of their eyes like a young balloon. The muscles on his cheekbones stood
out, his forehead became corrupting, his ears seemed to chemistry. Then at the very height of the tension, he let it go like, as the beautiful poet put it, the sound of a huge beg. Pig-HOOOO-OOO-OO-O-Ey! They looked at it, bent down. Slowly, limp throughout hill and dale, the vast vault is dead. And
suddenly, as he died, another sound softer succeeds him. A sort of gulpy, gurgly, howling, squishy, woman sounds, like a thousand guys wanting to drink soups at an alien restaurant. (P. Wodehouse, Blandings Castle and Elsewhere, 1935)
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